Thetford aqua magic v parts diagram

Quick Links. Aqua-Magic V. Hand or pedal flush. Remove old toilet and closet flange seal.
Attach new closet flange seal to new toilet,. With mounting bolts in place, position toilet. If not
carpeted,. If carpeted, trace around toilet, remove. Carpet beneath pedal may also need to be.
Reset toilet. Using body weight, press toilet. Tighten nuts until toilet is stable. Do not. China
Bowl â€” Pedal Flush. Turn on water and flush. Check for leaks. Bravura only: Install Shroud
Fig. PLUS only: Attach shroud to toilet by depress-. Press the sides of the shroud to the toilet.
Make sure to engage dual lock under front. Follow the installation directions in reverse.
Residence waste ball seal kit for plus, style ii 3 pages. Page 2: Trouble Shooting 4 Poor flush:
Pedals or hand levers must be held fully open during flush. A good flush Thetford Toilet Riser
Hand spray should be obtained within 2 to 3 seconds. Specify High or Low. This manual is also
suitable for: Aqua-magic style plus Bravura Aqua-magic style ii. Print page 1 Print document 3
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Made of plastic, Aqua-Magic V is a lightweight, easy-to-use
and install RV toilet, that will last you for a long time. The textured lid is designed to shed water
and resist scuffs, while the foot flush acts as a dual system: pressing the pedal halfway adds
water to the bowl, while pressing it all the way opens the valve and flushes the toilet. This model
is available in high profile - white color, comes with closet flange bolts, nuts, and flange seal,
and has the following dimensions:. You'll have a toilet that will provide years of trouble-free
use. Every Thetford toilet - from the finest china to the most economical - has thoughtful
ergonomic features so you're assured of a comfortable, elegant and trouble-free toilet. Add
water-saving features and ease of use, and you see why Thetford is a industry leader.
Completely redesigned to flush easier and provide full-bowl coverage. Plus, the greater height
means more comfort. Attractive, economical, and easy-to-use, the Aqua-Magic V is a proven,
reliable performer. The high profile offers taller seating height for maximum comfort with an
easy-to-use one-handle or one-pedal flush. The Aqua-Magic V comes in white or bone, high or
low profiles to fit your specific design and space requirements. Other features include:. Press
down half way on the pedal to add water, while a full press provides a powerful full-bowl flush.
Skip to main content. FREE delivery. Temporarily out of stock. We are working hard to be back
in stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Visit the Thetford Store.
Style: High. Color: White. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Domestic Sanitation Toilet Bone Std. Next
page. More items to explore. Dometic 3" Socket Floor Flange. Thetford Closet Flange Seal.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Manufacturer Thetford
Corp. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? User Manual [PDF ]. From the manufacturer. Other features include: Lightweight, durable,
easy to install and clean Textured lid sheds water, resists scuffs Water-saving hand sprayer
available. Full Bowl Flush Coverage Maximize cleanliness with our powerful full-bowl flush
coverage. Strong, Lightweight Construction Complete with a textured lid that sheds water and
resists scuffs. Easy to Use Pedal Press down half way on the pedal to add water, while a full
press provides a powerful full-bowl flush. High Profile Pedal Flush - What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Nice RV toilet. Have always used Thetford in my RV 13 year full timer and this is my 2nd
replacement. Only complaint is the bowl is shallow Received it today and it took less than 30
minutes to install, no leaks so far! Comes with bolts, bolt covers, gasket, instructions and other
misc paperwork and a small bottle of tank chemicals. By rkybronc on March 24, Images in this
review. Verified Purchase. Ok, people.. I bought this to update the 20 year old toilet I have in my
RV. Basically 2 bolts and a water line. It seems sooo simple however. None of the instructions
says what size hose to use to replace the old hose. So I am going back to home depot to find
the right connector and still having problems finding it. This toilet connects at the top of the
toilet instead of my old one that connected at the bottom. As for the toilet itself, I was worried at
the beginning because these reviews were saying, it came with a gasket, some did not, others

said the the hand spray kit came with it, which I read specifically so i need to contact the seller
and figure out that because, mine came with the gasket but not the spray kit when it actually
says it does come with it. The worry part was the gasket.. When you set the toilet back onto the
bathroom floor it appears to be really wobbly. I was like holy poop this is no good.. BUT once
you start to turn down the nuts, it will begin to smash that gasket into place to give you a flush
and flat seal. So 4 star for the easyness but minus one star because lack of instructions, hose fit
sizes and no hand sprayer that was advertised. It seems a little personal, but I have some things
to say, so here goes. We had a Thetford Aqua Magic as original equipment in our 25 year old
motorhome. It was a great piece of engineering and it was super rugged. This RV toilet has
some great features, and, even though it seems to be much flimsier, time will tell if it too will last
many years. I suppose materials are different hopefully better! However, it has some weird
things about it as well. First and foremost, the bowl is too shallow for either one of us to be
completely happy. It also HAS to be fully flushed, which is damn noisy for middle of the night
visits. It is so much easier to install as the bolts are outside the toilet like conventional toilet
closet bolts are. I will return and revise this review if there are any changes in our opinions. I
ordered this to replace my 15 year old unit. When I received it I thought it would be a piece of
junk, it was so light I could pick it up with one hand and it was all plastic. The one I was
replacing was china and quite heavy. I installed it anyway and it was an easy operation. Once
installed it seemed to be sturdy and solid. Since then we have logged about miles and have
found the unit to be very good, the flush action is much better than the old toilet and it is easy
to clean. I would have no problems recommending this toilet to anyone. It's great. Easy to
install. That's about all the good I have to say about it. I suspect this design was intended for S.
Asia, or some such demographic, where the typical user is small. Very small. And short, if you
know what I mean. Standing up it is ok. Sitting down, not so much. The jet of water that scours
the bowl spills over the front of the bowl and sprays out even with the seat down and lid closed.
It is flimsy. Not comfortable to sit on as it feels wobbly and prone to collapse at any moment.
This opinion from a woman weighing pounds. My roomy. It feels cheap and poorly made and I
don't expect it to last. Works great Design is much better then the original toilet in my prowler
regal Think it was a thetford also But older design The old toilet would leave poop steaks down
the back side of the bowl cuz it wasn't aligned right with your hole The new toilet Your poop
falls directly over the flush hole and water surrounding it Hence, no nasty streaks New toilet has
better water dispenser,full bowl coverage and just all together better Plus I ordered the high
profile model which was a huge plus The difference between full add water and flush is so
minute it's hard to add water at full pressure and not open the flush valve Thinking I'll take
Toilet off and loosen the flush valve adjustment some day if possible See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. The box was a little dinged up but checked inside and everything
seems to be ok. It's a present for my parents cause they need one for their camper. They are
very excited! And I'm super happy about the fast delivery of it. Wasnt expecting it to come till a
week later. Report abuse. This toilet was installed in a cottage and works great. It is comfortable
and has perfect height unlike other models that make you squat too low. One person found this
helpful. The toilet is 2 inch higher then the original RV toilet, was easy to install with a small
modification to lengthen the water line. Foot pedal does not feel flimsy and I don't have to worry
about it breaking with 8 children using it. So far so good. Everything is working with no leaks. It
works better than expected, especially after some of the previous reviews. It's a very good rv
toilet and a time tested product. If you have bad knees, this is a blessing compared to the low
profile one that came with our camper. Easy to install but you will pro
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bably have to extend the water line a couple inches. Pages with related products. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. This item is not eligible for international shipping. Learn More. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

